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Services and Technologies for professional catering since 1973

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

SPC-SP010P HOB in black GLASS-CERAMIC table top, SPIDOGLASS
line, with smooth lower surface and 1 SMOOTH self-
balanced upper surface, MANUAL CONTROLS, adjustable
temperature from 120° to 400°C, V.230/1, Kw 1.5,
weight 10 Kg, dim.mm.331x458x176h

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION



BLACK GLASS CERAMIC HOB for table, SPIDOGLASS line, with 1 SMOOTH SELF-BALANCED TOP HOB,  version with MANUAL
CONTROLS:

external covering in high resistance stainless steel with rounded edges for maximum hygiene and cleanliness ;
handle in non-porous hygienic material with anatomical design for an optimal and safe grip ;
ideal for cooking both rolls and sandwiches , as well as meat or vegetables , guaranteeing excellent cooking and maintaining flavors
and aromas intact ;
perfect for quick catering , but can also be a valid support in the kitchen ;
high cooking quality thanks to the uniform distribution of the heat produced and the use of glass-ceramic cooking surfaces, a material that
offers high resistance to thermal shock, non-stick, non-porosity and therefore impervious to flavors and odors;
cooking modes : contact and infrared cooking;
adjustable temperature from 120° to 400°C ;
user-settable temperature units in °C or °F;
ultra-fast and uniform 'SHB' heating system, through which the heating filament reaches a temperature of 800°C, with emission of
infrared rays, the glass-ceramic hobs allow a pre-established quantity to filter through, which reaches and heats the food directly to the heart.
smooth black glass-ceramic hobs , which allow a portion of infrared rays to filter through, allowing them to reach and heat the product
directly to the core and guaranteeing crispiness of the external surfaces;
1 self-balanced upper surface with patented movement, to guarantee a greater contact surface between food and the glass-ceramic
surface;
The black surface , available in the smooth and ribbed versions, is less transparent to infrared rays (80% contact cooking - 20% infrared
cooking), guaranteeing a more uniform temperature inside the food;
hob dimensions : mm.250x250 ;
glass ceramic is the perfect material for contact cooking , resistant to impacts and thermal shocks, impervious to odors and flavours ;
thanks to the non-stick characteristics of glass ceramic, cleaning operations are simple and quick , allowing you to eliminate the risk of
bad odors due to food residues on the hobs;
large capacity waste liquid collection drawer ;
rounded liquid drain channels at cold temperature, which flows all around the hob, allows dirt and liquids to be easily conveyed towards the
collection drawer;
side covers to prevent dirt from entering;
general ignition switch;
manual controls ;
power indicator with LED lighting ;
maximum thermal efficiency and working safety (cold external surfaces without edges);
containment of heat losses through thick glass fiber insulation;
temperature maintenance with minimal energy consumption ;
up to 60% savings in Preheating Time and up to 60% savings in Energy Consumption thanks to the high-efficiency Protek.Safe thermal insulation
system, which eliminates unnecessary energy losses;
compact and elegant design;
non-slip feet.

Made in Italy

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
motor power capacity (Kw) 1,5

net weight (Kg) 10
breadth (mm) 331

depth (mm) 458

height (mm) 176
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